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PREPARATION OF A BOOK FOR BII{DING
This is another coiltribution generousl.v- supplied D.r, Arthur .Iohnson atfihor qf'the u'ell-lorou'n Thames and Hudson
Manual of Bookbinding. As v'ith his previous orticle, nenbers should also./ind this one to be vett, inforuative, but due lo
its length, it u'ill be spreud over tv'o issltes of the Journal.

INTRODI]CTION
Books are a valued commodity to the bookseller, a source
of knowledge to the scholar and precious acquisitions to
the collector. Binders are responsible for the books in their
care, therefore it is wise to insure against loss or mishap.

First editions are valuable in their original covers what-
ever their condition and antiquarian books are bound in
sympathy with their period. However if a more durable or
practical binding is required, a modern construction is pref-
erable. Work is discussed with the owner to determine the
binding and covering styles, preference for colour and the
quality of materials. Books are examined for damage or
defects and these noted to avoid later misunderstanding.
An order form is completed with the work details and such
information as the correct title and whether it should read
up or down or across the spine. Costs are high and it is
better to state a price rather than estimate for the rvork. The
rule is uever to do more than is requested. A signature
should be given for a valuable book. These initial arrange-
ments promcte confidence and reliance on the binder's
ability.

The 'history' of the binding consists of title labels, end
papers. ex iibris and dealers' stickers, signatures and nota-
tions, inserts, registers and page markers; all ofthese should
be retained and included in the rebinding ifrequired bv the
owner.

CIIECKING .,IND COLL\TING
No book is 'pulled' until it has been examined fbr defects.
Tears, missing leaves, acidic tissues, loose plates, amateur
repairs, stains, wormholes, fungal spores, unusual section
arranqements and similar problems are reported to the the

client for comment. Everv leaf of a valuable book is re-
corded by the bookseller, therefore no part is discarded.
The rule does not apply to endpapers for they are of the

bindrng and not the text.
Some early books had signatures or numbering out of

sequence, missing or repeated although the book was corn-
plete. These errors occured u'hen more than one printer
w'as involved in production. An aid tbr checking the sec-
tions is the catch rvord that is printed at the foot of a page
and is repeated as the first word of the next page.
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The letten ofthe alphabet, except for J and Q are used
for the sequence of the sections and called 'signatures'.
These are printed at the bottom of the first page of each
gathering and should there be more than twenty four sec-
tions these are signatured AA or Bb and so on. The first
section of a book is the 'preliminary' matter made up of
the title page, contents, etc. and is rarely signatured. These
pages may be numbered with Roman numerals. Paee I
begins the second section and is signatured B.

Mass machine printed books are not always signatured
but the pages are numbered. These sections must be kept
in order when separated. Fortunately each gathering will
frequently have a black line printed on the fold in a 'step'
formation making it simple to see if a section is misplaced
or missing.

PTILLING
The sections are separated with care in order to minimize
damage. Slice down the hinges through tape, cord, and lin-
ings with a knife and remove the covers. Hollow backed
books are simple to pull but the spines of tight-backed
leather volumes are first coated with a thick layer of paste.
The leather is softened by the moisture in five minutes and
removed by scraping with the back of a knife. The process
may have to be repeated in order to clean the spine thor-
oughly. Titling labels, that are to be preserved, are care-
fully peeled off before scraping. The number of leaves to a
section vary according to the paper thickness and quality
ofpublication. Most book have sixteenpages (eight leaves)
to the section. Fewer have twenty four or thirty two pages.
Variations occur when illustrations or insets are included.
Plates may be single sheets tipped in at their place of refer-
ence, others could be double leaves distributed within the
sections. Books on art invariably have complete sections
of illustrations either spaced within the book or as a group
at the back of the volume,

The endpaper fly leaves are eased away.
The first section will have a ridge of dry adhesive and

old linings along the spine. This is broken away with the
thumb or back of a knife. The first section consists of 'pre-
lims' and may not be uniform with the remaining sections.
Omitting the frontispiece plate, if present, count the number
of leaves until the stitching is revealed. Cut the stitches
carefully, for machine-sewn books have double threads.
Count the same number of leaves to the end of the section.
Check that the signature B is on the next page before pull-
ing away the whole section in a parallel direction. With the
section free run thumb and finger down the outside fold to
remove nubs of glue and check the centre for debris and
loose threads. Again break away the hard ridge of B sec-
tion and count to the stitching. This should establish the
make up of the sections and after cutting the threads the
leaves are counted until the next signature C is visible. It is
expedient to cheek also the numbering and if applicable
the catch word before pulling. This procedure is similar
for all sections. Sections ofleather bound books are sepa-
rated when the spine is dry.

Keep the sections in order.

KNOCKING OUT THE ORIGINAL GROOVE
The folds ofthe separated sections are distorted by the pre-
vious backing and these are flattened in order for work to
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proceed. Fix a knocking down iron to the end of a laying
press, clean the face of a backing hammer and fold a sheet
of strong paper cut to the length ofthe section.

The number of sections that can be flattened at one time
depends on the thickness and quality ofthe paper. Gener-
aliy three or four are put within the fold ofthe paper, placed
on the iron and are hammered along the original groove.
To avoid cutting the paper by misalignment on the edge of
the iron it is preferable to bounce the hammer in the centre
of the iron and move the sections from side to side. See
Illustration A.

ILLUSTRATION B

It may be necessary to hammer the grooves twice in
order to flatten them. When knocking out sections of hand-
made paper or similar, it will assist if two sections are coun-
ter positioned together after knocking them up to the
foredges. See Illustration B.

Violent blows will damage and reduce the thickness of
paper. Remaining signs of the old groove will disappear
after pressing.

REPAIR
Extensive repairs to sections result in an uncontrollable
swell, therefore guarding is contained to the essential. Swell
can be reduced by thin repair paper, reduction by hammer-
ing, sewing 'two or three up' or using a thinner tluead and
packing the sections when backing. These methods can be

detrimental to the strength of the binding. The grain direc-
tion of text and repair paper must be the same. Repair guards
should have strength without too much substance. All re-
pairs are done with paste as it is colourless, flexible and
has a strong bond. Economical work is guarded with bank
or bond paper and the strips may be cut, torn or scored
with a needle before separation. They can be reasonably
wide and this width can vary in order that the swell is not
concentrated in one place. Their lenEh is 25mm lon-qer
than the section for convenient handling. A complete sec-

ILLUSTRATION A
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tion is guarded round the outer fold if necessary. Should
inner folds need repair the outer double tbld is removed in
order to contil.lue. See Illustration C.

ILLUSTRATION C

Well used books may have the entire lower parts of the
folds damaged. The solution is either repair the inner and
outer folds or raise the position of the kettle stitch to the
sound paper. Rare and antiquarian books are treated sym-
pathetically and the repair paper is selected to be strong
and to tone in with the text paper. Strips are tom by hand
or 'needled' 3mm wider either side of the damage. The
four page folds are laid flat and the repair paper is pasted
and modelled down with a folder on the outsides. See
Illustration D.

ILLUSTRATION D

After repair the sheets are assembled and folded as sec-
tions. Sections ofstout paper are repaired with thrn hand-
made paper or archival linen. Guard the first section on the

outside fold whilst the next is repaired on the inside ofthe
outer fold as linen does not readily adhere to linen.

Vellum sections are guarded with sausage skin mem-
brane or hand made paper.
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GENER\L P'TPER REP,\IRS
The range oftoned repair paper should be reasonably strong
and also as translucent as possibie. Check the grain. A sim-
ple tear is painted with paste for 3mm all round. The edges

are wedded together and a larger piece of matchinq tissue

is bonded down with a folder. Both sides are done and rvhen
dry the excess tissue is rubbed and trirnmed away.
See Illustration E 1,2,3.

ILLUSTRATION E

The missing area of a leaf is replaced and there are two
methods. See Illustrations F 1,2,3,4 and G 1,2

In Method F:
I . Draw the profile of the missing piece on matching

paper.
2. Tear this larger by 3mm. Pare both edges.
3. Paste both edges and marry them together using a

bone folder. Trim the excess. If necessary the torn
part can be reinforced with repair tissue. The loss

of print is inevitable and should be kept to a mini-
mum. Do not replace text by hand unless requested.

Torn and pared

ILLUSTRATION F
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REMOVAL OF PASTED.DOWN ENDPAPERS
One o.f the dilliculties in rebat:king the spine o.f a book is the necessit.t; to lift Ql/-the pasted-dov'n endpa1ters. lVhatever
flrclhod one chooses to underlake this task, sonte damage to the paper does octtu'. 'l'hi.s article is based on n.v investiga-
tions into tackling this rather uu,ku'ard subjecl und is there.fore submilterl as u possible method.

During the restoration ofa book, it has been regarded that
the endpapers are part ofits binding and are therefore not
included as being with the text. For plain or ordinary end-
papers, that could be true and if such papers have become
stained and darkened with age and for the least valuable
books, I do discard these and attach new endpapers.

However, many endpapers are especially printed as
maps, decorative designs, pictorial or other representation
which do refer to the text and should most assuredly be
retained with the book. Some bibliographical references
do indicatasuch endpapers in their collations and if such
endpapers are discarded during restoration, the value of
the resultant book could be compromised. Annotated and
handwritten associations appearing on endpapers should
likewise be preserved.

It is then necessary to remove the endpapers in order to
effect the rebacking ofthe cover spine and/or to effect re-
medial treatment of the text block, resewing of sections if
necessilry, and to forward the process with rounding and
backing and fixing of new spine linings. Having said all
that, it is often difficult to effect removal of the endpaper
pastedowns from the insides ofthe covers.

Firstly, remove the front and rear free endpapers from
their tipped edges by gently pulling over thejoint and tear
off. Keep the joint of the text block down firmly with a

steel rule to minimise damage to the paper. Cut the muslin
spine lining at the joints and remove the text block out of
the covers. It may be necessary to cut through the binding
tapes or station cords.

- Cut muslin and cords
\ (tapes) along bolh Jornts
\ lo relfue lexl block

One method of removal is to soak off the pastedowns
with water (to which a few drops of washing-up detergent
has been added to decrease the surface tension properties)
applied over the whole area of pastedown. Allow suffi-
cient time for the water to soak through and remoisten if
necessary. With a sharp blade, gently lift under the endpa-
per to peel it away from the inside cover. The endpaper
being very wet condition is in a very weakened condition
and does not possess too much stren$h to resist damage.

The secret is to peel away in a'zigzag' type motion to
reduce tensile forces on the paper. It is also advisable to

work around the edges ofthe endpaper and/or lift it from
under the muslin lining. This lining can be peeled away
quite easily when the endpaper has been removed. I have
found that books cased-in with hot glue seem to peel away
more easily that do books cased-in with paste. Peeling of
endpapers requires much time and patience.

Allow the endpapers to dry then paste out and attach to
another piece of thin paper, nip in the press sandwiched
between two pieces of release paper, allow to dry out again,
finally place in the press to flatten out for as long as possi-
ble. Trim all round the head tail and fore-edge leaving a

5mm edge so that the free endpaper maybe tipped on. Attend
to tears and other damage during the pasting on process. When
completed, case in the book in the usual manner.

There are disadvantages associated with the removal
ofendpapers by aqueous means. The insides ofthe covers
will unavoidably become dampened or even wetted which
will require thorough dryrng out. It could also be neces-
sary to place the covers in a press to prevent possible warp-
ing. Soaking offofendpapers is not recommended for end-
papers having annotations written in fugitive inks.

The following 'dry method' has been devised, the ad-
vantage that only that portion under the muslin spinelining
need be lifted. Tear offthe free endpaper and remove the
text block from the book as described above. Forward the
text block and attach nerv muslin spine linings.

With a sharp blade and/or bone folder, lift under the
muslin lining beneath the endpaper and peel back. Special
care will be needed to lift under the cloth (or leather) cover
turnins. If there is no muslin such as an extra letterpress
binding, cut into the board and peel that layer ofthe board
just underneath the endpaper to give that extra strength.
When peeled back, the muslin may be dry torn away from
the endpaper.

It is then advisable to paste this lifted portion onto an

oversized piece of acid-free paper as a backing to si ve some

stren-qth to that portion of the endpaper. After pasting onto
the acid-free paper, place release papers between the end-
paper composite and give a quick nip in the press to re-

move air bubbles and allow to dry. Trim off the acid-free
paper at the head and tail but do not trim offthejoint sec-

tion till ready to case in as the procedure will be different.
Likewise, leave offattaching the free endpaper.

Fit the text block into the case, check that all squares

are corect and mark off the positions where the acid-free
paper comes over the joint and onto the text block for a

Lrfted endpaper wih
old musln strll attached

t2
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distance of 4-5mm. Trim offthe paper along these marks.
On one side of the book opened out. tack some PVA on

the inside board just clear of the joint and stick down the
muslin spine lining. Apply paste on the inside of the end-
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paper pastedown ( and acid-free paper backing ), fold dorvn
over the inside ofthe board over thejoint and onto the text
block. Firm down to expel airbubbles. lfconvenient, place
that portion in a press and give a quick nip. Tip on the free
endpaper so that the endpaper design exactly matches its
opposite counterpart over the acid-free paperjoint strip on
the text block. Allorv to dry in the open position antl repeat
the same procedure for the other cover.

In some instances, there maybe some loss of original
endpaper due to fretting at the bookjoint. It maybe therefore
desirable to insert a pared leather or thin linen or coloured
paper strip over the joint to conceal this apparent loss.

.Iohn R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.

Lfted endpaper wrth paper
Ining folded down _- --

and into jornt 
.

Lifted endpaper wilh paper backing

MOULD IN BOOKS
The.following letter byKalrina Ben, Book Conseruator, State Li6y611; s.f Victoria, v'us publisherl in the Victoian Guild's
New,sletter lYolwne 19, No 2: March 2000) to give w'arning o-f the potential health risl<s as.sociated with ntould alfected
books and naterials. fo accentuate these dangers to heulth, The Abbqt i,{e*'slener lpublished in Austin, Texas, LISA - also
available in the NSI{ Guikl's Libro,y) recentl"v-publi.shed some disturbing cose histories qf seeninglv normal healthv
people wcannbing to long periods o.f intense disconlfinu'e and disorder.

Tn general the State Library of Victoria Conservation
I O.ru.,rn.nt does not adviie the use of chemical treat-

l r.nt. on mould affected books. This is because of both
the risks to the health of the person using the chemicals,
and the possible damage to the books such treatment meth-
ods can incur. A preventative approach is to be preferred.

The first matter I've become .aware of is the health and
safety aspect of dealing with mould. Many moulds are pow-
erful sensitisers, and a very few are toxic. Usually it is only
exposures to high concentrations of mould particles or ex-
posure over an extensive period that are likely to bring about
illness. People with respiratory problems are particularly
at risk. I'm not trying scare you too much, if someone works
on one or two books and takes care to try not to inhale any
airbome mould particles they are unlikely to die, but I think
it is important to be aware of potential risks and rvork with
caution. As consen,ation staff may need to work on a large
number of items, we intend to make use of both a fume
cupboard and HEPA thigh efficiency particluate air) masks,
as we believe is the best practice.

A further health issue is the use of thymol. It is a toxic
substance and considered a possible carcinogen. Overex-
posure can result in qastric pein, nausea. vomiting and
central nervous system overactivity. Long term exposure
can lead to liver and kidney clatrage. The story doesn't get
better when one considers the effects of thymol on the book.
Research has shown that after treating with thymol the pa-
per can become very yellow with exposure to light and
there is some debate as to how effective a fungicide it is.
Ethylene oxide, a very effective fumigant, is also very toxic
and carcinogenic. Again a health warning; even if you find
a firm to carry out this treatment for you, there is concenl
that materiais like leather may release ethylene oxide vapours
for some time after fumiqation.

Gamma radiation does not leave residues hut it may
not leave yourbook rvith as lone a life. It can soften leath-

ers and adhesives, and breaks down the internal structure
of paper.

We plan to treat mould affected items by hrst ensuring
the mould is inactive (if active it will smear when brushed
thus causing further staining). If the mould is active, the
book should .be dried out, preferably by standing it up with
the pages fanned out. Then the mould is brushed out of the
book with a soft brush into a vacuum with a HEPA filter
(this is used as part of our strategy ofbeing very cautious
when risk is involved). Alternatively a suitable eraser such
as Staedtler Mars Plastic can be utilised to assist removing
the mould.

The final step of ensuring that the mould does not recur
is achieved by monitorinq the environmental conditions.
This essentially means avoiding the high humidity neces-
sary for the mould spores to grow.

Ifyou have rveb access some very useful articles are:

. Tlrc Invasion o.l'the Giant Spore by Sandra Nyberg:
http : l/pal i mpsest. stanfbrd.edu/byauth/nyberg/spore.html

, LIolrl: A Follov,ult by Hilar.v- Kaplan:
http ://pal i mpsest.sanford.edulbyautUkaplan/mol dfu. html

' Enrergencv: Sult'uge o./ Mold.v Books und I'aperby
Beth Lindblom Patkus:

http://rvww. nedcc.org/plam3 /tlea3 9.htm

. Guidelines.for the Pretention und Treatment of
noild<lanaged urc:lrival aild librat\ naterial by
Catherine Crai g-Bullen:

http:iilwu'w .archives.calexecnaweb.dll'/fs&012401&e&op&0

This adclres uill give vou access to other cunent infbrmati on:

http : //pal i mpsest. stanford.edu/bltopici moltl/

l3
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BOOK REVIEW
SPAWN, Willman and KINSELLA,'fhomas Ez Ticketed Bookbindingsfrorn I\iineteenth-Century Britoin.
PttblishedbyBr.v"nhfavlCollegeLibrary,&OakKnollPres-r, l999.ISBN:1-884718-95-7.206pages,8.5r]linches
(216x 28hnnt). Ayuiluble.from OukKnoll Press, 3],0 Delau'at'e St, Nev'C'ustle DE 19720 USA. Fur: (302) 328 7274.

Email: otrkknoll'riroakknoll.com / ll'eb: uu,u'.oakknoll.con Papet'hack: Order#54991-X. Price $L545.00 + s11ip1pinf.

Ilardcover and Sheets also available. A cop.t, has heen placed in the NSW Guild's lihran..

-flhis book is a catalogue from the exhibition, It's the

I firru' Nineteenth-tenftrn Bookbinrling in the Brit-
I r.rft Isles and the United States, which was displayed

in the Class of 1912 Rare Book Room of the CanadyLibrary
at Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, during
the academic year 1998 - 1999.

The collection, which was acquired by Canady Library
in 1997, was assembled by a British bookseller who had
heard of Bryn Mawr's interest in ticketed, stamped or other-
wise identified bindings. It consists of 219 works inbinding
by identified binders from the British Isles and embraces
bindings from the late eighteenth century to the early twen-
tieth century. The source of the works is varied, with 59
from London, 141 fiom other English and Weish towns
and cities, 15 fiom Scotland and 4 from lreiand. Amonqst
the works are bindings by well known West End binders
and prominent trade binders and it is interesting to note
that the collection includes the work of 66 binders who are
not listed in standard reference works.

The most significant part of the collection is the group of
150 works produced in the years 1820-1860. In the early part
of this perio( most books were handbound to order whilst
the latter period reflects increased demand withedition bind-
ing resulting from larger batch print runs. The increase in the
demand reflected changes within the industry - larger firms,
specialization of labour, attenti on to effi ciency and me chan-
ization. Those changes, in turq reflected a penod ofindustrial
advance and educational reforms in Britain and this can be
seen in this wonde.ful collection.

The publication resulting from the exhibition of the col-
lection is indeed an extremely interesting and well presented

book. The selection of essays and the precision of cate-
gorized information reflects the very fine research and
planning of the exhibition catalogue. The lenEhy process
of deciding on how to best visually present the bindings
and ticketing is reflected in the high quality ofthe photo-
graphy.

During the period of the exhibition, a panel discussion
was held, as well as several distinguished guest speakers
being invited to address a receptive audience. One ofthose
speakers rvas Bernard C Middleton, probably the most well
known English bookbinder and authority in the current
period, his essay, The Evohttion o.f British Fine Binding.r
c1770 - c1840, being included in the catalogue. He traces
the development of binding techniques, materials used and
the social conditions ofthat time, but especially describes
the appalling working conditions ofjourneymen bookbind-
ers. It was not an attractive trade and very poorly paid in
comparison to other sections of the book industry. Four
pages of diagrams and photographs illustrate Middleton's
essay.

The collection of 2 I 9 ticketed bookbindings has been
photographed and reproduced in full colour plates over I 7

pages. Each binding is shown with a sprne binding view
and thirty-six bindings are shown with the spine bindine
and tooled front cover.

This is followed by the largest section of the book which
describes each bindrng in a precise and "easy-to-read" for-
mat. It includes a count of gilt and blind tools, iine for line
transcriptions of binder's tickets and the stamps of prov-
enance in the documentation. Each bookbinding is illus-
trated with a reproduction of tickets and stamps in a grey
scale (black and white).

The exhibition catalogue contains several other sections,
which complement the main documentation:

. Binders by Location

. Printers, Publishers and Booksellers

. Provenance

. Authors and titles

. Additional Tickets and Stamps from the Canaday
Library and from the collection of E P Wormersley
(Nos 220-704)

. Index ofBinders
' References.

Willman Spawn worked at the American Philosophical
Society, which has a substantial collection of eighteenth
and nineteenth century books, and also as a consulting book
conservator. This gave him the opportunity to see many
collections of eighteenth-century American imprints, to
record bindings and develop his knowledge. Since his
retirement in 1985, he has continued his research as Hon-
orary Curator of Bookbindings at Bryn Mawr College
Library. The tracing of a binders work was a specific
research interest ofSpawn, either through tooling, ticketing
or stamp. His expertise in this work, together with the schol-
arship of Thomas Kinsella, Assistant Professor of British
Literature at Richard Stockton College has produced a book
of excellence that should delight the eye and mind of any
person interested in fine bookbindings.

Paula Ilkrch.
Coogee. NS\\'.

Bookbinders' tickets mav best be described as being, sini-
lar to booksellers' labels w,hich u'ere a./-/ixetl to either the

fronl or reur inside cover i.e. ta shov' the nanes r-tf the
indiv idual b inder or binding.finn.

The nanrcs of Australian bhders/binding.linns v'ere olso
a.ffned bv tickets. It w'ould be ntost interesting t-f sinilar
research has ever been underlaken on Attstralian bintlers:
this.Iournal would be pleased to leam.

Editor,
Morocco Bound
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PARCHMENT SIZE ON LEATHER
A hand.v hint by Stuart Brockman, published in Designer Binders Newslarcr fNo 109, lVinter 1999) about the advan-
tages o.f applvingparchnent size lo calf leather Ttrior to gold tooling in lieu of'pasle washing, is republished in this .loumal
w,i th gr ate.fttl ap pr e ci at i o n.

Vol.2l. No 2

Tt is generally accepted that a paste wash is the correct

I method of preparing calf before tooling. However, the
Ifollowing problems frequently occur - the paste embrit-
tles the leather; dulls the colour and can leave a rvhite
powdery residue on dark calf. In addition the tooling results
are not always satisfactory, as the residue of dried paste on
leather is not heat sensitive and can in practice hinder
adhesion of the gold. I do not find it necessary to paste
wash goat's skin eitheq as recommended in many book-
binding manuals, due to the same reasons.

A little known ancient bookbinder's solution to gold
tooling on calf is to use a parchment size. This is a totally
sympathetic material to use on leather as it is derived from
animal skin.

Once applied, the size provides a surface to the calf to
help prevent marking or bruising and since the size pen-
etrates well there is no surface residue. Parchment size is
heat sensitive when dry, i.e. it turns sticky when a hot tool
comes into contact with it. It therefore acts as a secondary
adhesive during tooling (glaire is still the primary adhesive).

PARCHMENT SIZE PREPARATION A}ID USE
Cut strips of vellum/parchment approximately 1Omm by
50mm and put them in a saucepan. Cover the parchment

OME TWENTY-SIX ENTRIES rvere submitted in
this year's Bookbinding Competition at the Sydney
Royal Easter Show out ofthe 44 registered applica-

tions. The number of entrants is a small increase over that
of last year, which is again considered satisfactory. There
was good representation in all classes of competition. Al1
entries were of a very high standard and it was evident that
entrants spent much time and effort in their achievements.

The majority of entrants rvere from NSW with only one
from Victoria. The prize winners for the various classes
are set out on the next paue.

In my report oflast year, I set out the criteria forjudg-
ing: that a book be constructed to operate as a book; that
the book must be easily opened out without springing back
to the closed position; that the book stands perfectly verti-
cal on its head, tail and foredge thus indicatinq that the
boards are attached correctly; and that the paper grain
direction is parallel with the spine tdespite some printed
books not followinc this convention). Other features to
obsen,e are attachment of covering materials; that the cover
comers,joints, squares and hand-sewn endbands are neatly
done; and that the head caps have been set correctly.
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with water, bring to the boil and simmer for approximately
40 minutes to one hour. The size is ready when it feels
sticky when rubbed between your finger and thumb.

The size should be gelatinous at room temperature, if
not simmer for longer, and is best stored in a glass jar in
the fridge. The size must be used hot; put thejar ofsize in
a water bath and bring the bath to the boil, the size should
be liquid once hot.

Apply the size on the calf with a cotton wool swab in a
circular motion. The size has a finite life span and is no
good once off. It should not be runny at room temperature.
Adding a few drops of oil of cloves can extend its usable
life, as it acts as a preservative.

On full calf bindings, to stop the sides becoming streaky,
they can be armed, i.e. roll up your shirt sleeves and rvhile
the size is still very wet rub backward and forward and in a
circular motion over the boards with the underside of your
forearm. This method is also useful for preventing streaks
when washing over water soluble cloth bindings.

Caution: Do not use either parchment size or paste wash
on rotten calf as it may turn black.

Cleanliness is also considered. Boxes and slipcases are
also considered.

Design and decoration are other features to bejudged
whrch range from simple unadomed bindings to complex
inlays and onlays. Some of these were most innovative in
their concept and execution and related to the text subject
as required. A few of the decorations did not take to the
covering material and I can understand the anguish ex-
pressed by those people tbr they would have been acutely
aware of these deficiencies. I endeavoured to make com-
ments on most books which are intended to be of assistence.
Happily, many entrants did submit fault-free bindrngs and
it was a ureat pleasure to have seen these books.

I congratulate all prize winners in the various classes
of the bookbinding competition and also thank everyone
tbr their interest in submitting entries fbr this year's Show.
I am hoping for a very good roll up ofentries for the Year
2001 Royal Easter Show, particularly, from those people who
had registered but failed to submit entries.

John R Newland.
Judgc,2000 R{S Show.
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BOOKBINDING COMPETITION RESULTS

* Displaved in the Standards of Excellence showcase

RON ABBEY'S BOOKHOUSE
AND BOOKHOUSE CAFE

Ron Abbey, a former Guild Committee member and Editor
of Morocco Bound, has recently opened a bookshop at

3l Ban-vette St, Bowral, NSW.
Tel/F'ax: (02) 4861 4533

situated between Bong Bong and Bendooley Streets.

Specialising in modem firsts; fine, rare and quality second-
hand books on literature, performing ats, history, crime,
fictiorr, art books, low-priced art rvorks, fine bindings, gift
copies, collecting and poetry.

Air-conditioned premises and ample off-street parking.

INDEX TO MOROCCO BOUND
VOLS 16 to 20 - 1995 to 1999

Indexes may be obtained from the Ralph Lewis Work-
shop or by writing to the Hon Secretary NSW Guild.
Price; $5 Sost free only in Australia).

Sone of the bookbinding corupelition enties on displav at
the 2000 Svdnev Roval Easter Shov'. Photo: Rowlev Corbeu.

Prize Catalogue Name
No

Book Title

CLASS 172 1 I entrants out of 17 registered
First 1989 Margaret Scott Elgar, F: Van Gogh
Second 1985 Melissa Hoare Comwon: Australian Moths
Third 1982 Susy Braun Leiden Museum. Life antl Death of the Pharaohs
HC 1978 Arthur Ackhurst Visitors Book
HC 1993 Janet Wayland Art Gallery of NSW: Henry Moore I 898-1986

CLASS 173 9 entrants out of 13 registered
First * 1998 M Bountros Wearne, PL'. Botanical lllusn'afions
Second 2000 Barbara Davidson The Outback Artists Boak
Third 2007 Janet Wayland Atkins, R: Recollections
HC 1999 Susy Braun Two Nonsense Stories
HC 2A$ Rosemarie Jeffers-Palmer Wine Notes

CLASS 174 6 entrants out of 14 registered
First 2020 Janet Wayland Stourton, P C: Songlines and Dreamings
Second 2008 Atlhur Ackhurst Weekly Times: ()ur Land, At Century
Third 2014 Nicholas Heath Green, D: Wfiter, Reader, Critic
HC 2417 P G Main Peter Main
HC 2018 Margaret Scott Longfellow, HW:. Poerus
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